Abstract-We present a method for registering the position and orientation of bones across multiple computed-tomography (CT) volumes of the same subject. The method is subvoxel accurate, can operate on multiple bones within a set of volumes, and registers bones that have features commensurate in size to the voxel dimension. First, a geometric object model is extracted from a reference volume image. We use then unsupervised tissue classification to generate from each volume to be registered a super-resolution distance field-a scalar field that specifies, at each point, the signed distance from the point to a material boundary. The distance fields and the geometric bone model are finally used to register an object through the sequence of CT images. In the case of multiobject structures, we infer a motion-directed hierarchy from the distance-field information that allows us to register objects that are not within each other's capture region.
I. INTRODUCTION
A S RESEARCH areas that employ image registration techniques focus on ever-smaller features, they require higher registration accuracy. In vivo kinematic analysis of small joints, such as the wrist, exemplifies the need for highly accurate intrasubject, same-modality registration. A common way to analyze joint kinematics is by CT-imaging the joint bones in several different positions and registering them across all volume images. While early studies have focused on retrieving bone pose and orientation, recent research focuses on measuring how more subtle features like interbone spacing change with motion. In the first case, errors on par with the image sampling-step size, like those introduced by existing tracking systems, may be acceptable, while in the latter case errors as small as 0.5 mm can compromise the study by introducing interbone collisions. At the same time, Our registration method works in three steps: to register an object across two volume images, we first extract the object surface from one volume; we generate through tissue classification a localized distance field from each volume; we then use the object surface and the distance fields to track the object.
decreasing the image sampling-step results in increased imaging cost and time. We need a subvoxel-accurate method for registering features whose size is on par with the image sampling step. We describe in this paper an automated intrasubject samemodality registration method that attains subvoxel-accuracy. The method is of interest to any registration applications involving datasets where the image sampling step is larger than features of interest.
II. REGISTRATION METHOD

A. Overview
The registration method works in three steps on a series of volume images. First, we extract the surface of the object to be registered from an arbitrarily selected reference image. Next, in order to obtain an accurate localized distance field for registering the object, we classify the tissues in each volume image using a probabilistic approach. Last, we register the object by automatically adjusting its position and orientation, thereby minimizing a distance-field derived cost function (Fig. 1) .
In the case of multiobject structures (e.g., joints in the human body) we infer from the distance field an object hierarchy that expands the capture range of our procedure beyond the capabilities of previous registration methods. The capture range represents the range of positions from which a registration algorithm can converge to the correct minimum or maximum.
We validate our method using CT data from a cadaver with external markers, an in vivo volunteer, and forty subjects participating in a wrist-motion study. We compare the performance of our method against a manually aided segmentation-based method as well as a standard grey-value-registration method.
B. Object Surface Extraction
Through manual segmentation, thresholding, and user interaction, we extract in this first step an object surface from a reference CT volume image [1] . Summarizing this reference, the contours defining the outer cortical bone surfaces of each object are extracted using thresholding and image algebra processes 0278-0062/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE Fig. 2 . The classification algorithm computes distances from sample points to material boundaries. Points P and P lie inside regions of a single material, either A or B. Point P lies near the boundary between A and B. We treat each voxel as a region, by subdividing it into 8 subvoxels, and taking into account information from neighboring voxels. We evaluate the image intensity and its derivative at the center of each subvoxel. The resulting voxel histogram is then fit to a family of basis functions (f_boundary), whose shapes reflect the estimated distance d to the material boundary. The best-fit basis instance is selected through a maximum likelihood process (d = 00:6 fits best the histogram of point P ). The result is a localized distance field, that specifies, at each point, the signed distance from the point to the material boundary.
with a three-dimensional (3-D) imaging software package (Analyze AVW 2.5; Biomedical Imaging Resource, Mayo Foundation, Rochester, MN). Each contour is then assigned to the appropriate object using Matlab custom code, which designates contours based on the contiguity of their centroids. Contour lines are output as collections of discrete points, which are distributed densely in the contour plane and sparsely between different contours.
C. Localized Distance Fields
In the second step of our method, we classify the tissues in each CT volume image probabilistically in order to generate a localized distance field. Our tissue classifier uses the partialvolume technique described by Laidlaw et al. [3] . This method identifies distances from material boundaries and creates distance fields for individual materials. The technique assumes that, due to partial-volume effects or blurring, voxels can contain more than one material, e.g., both cortical bone and soft tissue. Each voxel is assumed to contain either a pure material or two pure materials separated by a boundary (Fig. 2) .
We treat each voxel as a region, by subdividing it into 8 subvoxels, and evaluating the image intensity and its derivative at the center of each subvoxel. The intensity is interpolated from the discrete data using a tricubic B-spline basis that approximates a Gaussian. Thus, intensity and derivative evaluations can be made not only at sample locations, but anywhere between samples as well. From this intensity and derivative information we infer a histogram of each voxel, accumulating the contributions from all subvoxels. This gives us a more refined histogram than we would obtain by evaluating only the intensity values at the same number of points. Histograms are next fit by basis functions, each basis function corresponding to either one material or a mixture of two materials.
Pure material basis-functions are Gaussians whose parameters are the mean CT grey-scale value and standard deviation for that material. Mixture basis functions have an additional parameter , describing the distance from the center of the voxel to the boundary between materials. As the distance parameter changes, the shape of the basis function changes (Fig. 2) . The basis-function shape that best fits each mixture voxel histogram is chosen through a maximum likelihood process. The derivation of the basis-function formulas and the description of the optimization process are presented in detail in [3] . We repeat the fitting procedure for each material, and select the material basis function that fits each voxel histogram best.
For each tissue type, the sole input required by our tissue classifier is an initial estimate of its CT grey-scale value's mean and standard deviation. We estimate these measures from sets of approximately one hundred voxel samples, one set per tissue type. We consider three distinct pure materials: air, soft-tissue, and bone. Soft-tissue is present both outside bones and inside bones (as bone marrow). Material samples are collected only once, from the same in vivo dataset. We consider two instances of the mixture basis function: one modeling mixtures along air and soft-tissue boundaries, the other modeling mixtures along soft-tissue and bone boundaries. We initialize the basis function parameters to the same values throughout all the datasets, including the in vitro datasets.
Through this basis-function tissue-classification process, we generate a localized distance field. The distance field is a scalar 3-D grid that specifies at gridpoints the distance to the closest boundary between two materials. The distance field is local in the sense that the distance estimate is specified only as far as gridpoints located within a five-voxel band around the material boundary. Distances between gridpoints are approximated through tricubic interpolation. The classification of a wrist volume image produces one distance field per material type. We use the distance field corresponding to bone material (Fig. 3) in the tracking stage of our registration method.
D. Tracking Procedure
In the third step of our method, we register an object through a sequence of CT volume images classified using the process described in Section II-C. For each bone, we recover the rigid body transformation between the reference image that generated the geometrical model and a target image. The rigid body transform is expressed as a rotation around the bone's center of mass, and translation. An object's geometric model is registered with a target image of the object when its signature in the reference distance field, , is most similar with its signature in the target distance field,
. We measure this similarity with a sum-of-squareddifferences cost function that takes into account the reference and target distance-field values of the vertices in the geometric model. The sum is weighed by the number of vertices that are still inside the target distance field after applying the current transform to the model. The cost function is thus where are points in the geometric model, are the 3-D points obtained by applying the current translation and rotation to , is the number of points in the geometric model, and is the number of points that are still inside after rotation and translation. Whenever is outside , returns an approximation of the distance from to the volume, obtained by projecting on the closest face of the volume. This expands the cost-function gradient outside the volume to register, in order to accommodate partially scanned bones. Note that, by incorporating in the cost function, we compensate for the small errors in boundary-point location that occur occasionally during segmentation of the geometric model. Because this cost function attempts to match distance-field signatures, geometric model vertices that diverge slightly from the true bone boundary due to segmentation-errors will be off by the same amount in the registered image. Our tracking procedure searches for the position and orientation of each bone that results in maximal distance-field similarity at registration, i.e., the rotation and translation that minimizes (Fig. 4) . We use a quasi-Newton algorithm to solve the optimization problem [4] . The distance volume serves as a smooth local gradient field, which leads to rapid convergence when the search starts from a point where at least a few geometric model vertices are within the capture region of the localized distance field. In practice, we begin by applying to all the bones a rough alignment translation . The alignment translation is based on the center of mass of the bottom five slices of a joint and the center of mass of the bony points in the first five slices of the distance field. This approximation suffices as a search start point. The quasi-Newton method is fast and robust; however, like most optimization procedures, it is susceptible to being confined to sub-optimal local solutions. Consequently, we use 64 perturbed start positions for each bone and choose the solution that yields the smallest value of the error function. Multiple searches per bone can be performed in parallel. The optimization procedure is stable with respect to perturbations in the space of possible rotations. This is consistent with the fact that rotations around an object's center of mass are not likely to change the object's original capture region. The perturbed start positions were, therefore, generated by sampling the space of possible initial translations on three concentric spheres of radius 2, 4, and 8 voxels respectively. In our experience, the majority of the repeated optimizations per bone returned the same minimum. The alternative local minima were at least one order of magnitude higher (expressed in squared millimeters).
E. Hierarchical Approach
The distance field formulation allows us to apply the tracking procedure hierarchically, expanding the capture range of our method. We derive a hierarchy empirically, based on a trial-and-error analysis of the start values of the cost function on a few separate sequences of volume images. For a complex structure like the human wrist (Fig. 5) , we use three in vivo sequences of volume images. Each sequence consists of ten different wrist poses, each of which corresponds to a different human subject. All possible tree hierarchies starting from the radius and ulna and branching toward the metacarpals were considered; we chose the one which generated best start values of the cost function across all sequences. We run the optimization procedure on successive layers of the wrist bones, starting with the forearm bones, as shown in Fig. 6 . We iterate through bones: once we detect the motion of bone through cost function optimization (optimization transform), we propagate the motion to all the bones that have as an ancestor in the tree hierarchy (propagation transform), then we move on to the next bone. Optimization and propagation transformations are accumulated for each bone.
The hierarchical approach ensures that we always start an optimization step from a reasonable neighborhood, thereby boosting the capture range of the registration procedure from less than 5 rotational pose increments to a full range of wrist motion (about 180 ), as shown in Fig. 7 .
III. VALIDATION METHOD
In this section, we describe a series of experiments where the method was used to register wrist intrasubject CT images. In order to compare our method's performance with earlier results reported in the literature, we begin by evaluating our method's accuracy on high-resolution, marked in vitro data. We then examine our method's robustness with respect to practical issues such as image-resolution and perturbations in the registration start-point. We take validation one step further by examining our method's performance on in vivo, unmarked data. Finally, we evaluate our method's robustness with typical in vivo factors such as variation in image subject and object pose.
A. Data Acquisition
Four different datasets (Table I) were used in our experiments. All datasets were acquired using CT technology (Hispeed Advantage, General Electric Medical System, scan parameters: 80 kV, 80 mA). All images consist of axial slices, Fig. 7 . Imaged wrist-poses do not necessarily come in small motion increments. The images show the same geometric wrist model, after registration, in two different poses. The orthogonal greyscale planes correspond to vertical and horizontal sections through the CT volume images (darker grey areas correspond to soft-tissue, brighter areas to bones). Note the significant differences in bone posture, orientation, and overall wrist location in the scan volume. As shown here, two subsequent instances of the same wrist can be outside each other's capture region. with the axis oriented horizontally right to left, the axis horizontally front to back, and the axis vertically up, such that the image resolution is lowest in the direction. The geometric-model point clouds have between 2000 and 8000 points, depending on the size of the bone.
B. Experiments 1) In Vitro Accuracy and Robustness Experiment:
In this experiment, we evaluate in vitro accuracy against the ground truth yielded by external marker registration. We further compare our in vitro results with those generated by grey-value registration, implemented as described further below.
To enable comparison with earlier results reported in the literature, we use the high-resolution dataset A, consisting of four CT images of a fixed specimen (separated forearm and hand) in different poses. Each component was encased in plastic resin to prevent relative bone motion. To better reflect the in vivo scanning protocol the phantom forearm bones were only partially included in the scan field-of-view for three poses. Seven markers (ceramic spheres of various high-tolerance diameters) were rigidly glued to each specimen component, allowing us to establish the registration ground truth in vitro. Marker contours were extracted from each volume image by thresholding at 600 Hounsfield units. The contour images were then processed with a 3-D imaging software package (Analyze AVW 2.5). The centroids of the seven spherical markers (one set per specimen component) were used to calculate rigid-body motion by a method of least squares [6] .
In both the tissue-classification method and the grey-value method, the optimization procedure is initialized with the ground truth. The resulting registration transforms should deviate from the given true transform due to each method's translation and rotation error. In both methods, we compute for each registered bone the error relative to the true transform. We report the relative error (mean and standard error obtained by cross-registration of the four images in dataset A) as a translation and rotation in helical axis of motion (HAM) coordinates [7] ; HAM coordinates express rigid-body motion as pairs of rotations around and translations along a unique helical axis.
Next, we examine our method's robustness with image resolution, since in practice our in vivo data's resolution was limited by the large number of subjects participating in motion studies and the large number of images acquired per subject. To this end, we repeat the accuracy experiment on dataset B. Dataset B, designed to simulate lower resolution data, was obtained by smoothing and subsampling the images of dataset A.
Last, we examine the impact of initialization on the tracking procedure. We note that true transform data, as yielded by external markers, is usually not available in vivo. To simulate this situation in vitro, we perform in this experiment a perturbation study, in which the optimization procedure is restarted repeatedly from the ground truth yielded by external-marker registration, plus a small random rigid-body transformation. We perform a set of five trials, with a translational perturbation of 2 mm (approx. 2 voxels in image space) in a random direction, followed by a second set of five trials, with a translational perturbation of 5 mm in a random direction. Again, we report error relative to the ground truth transform, mean and standard error obtained by cross-registration of the four images in dataset B, for both our method and grey-value registration.
Grey-value registration implementation Grey-value registration was implemented as in Snel et al. [8] , with several modifications to increase accuracy. First, all the points, as opposed to a random 10%, with a greyscale value greater than 600 Hounsfield units of each image were used in the calculation of the rootmean-square cost function. Second, the values in each target image were obtained by tricubic interpolation, as opposed to linear interpolation. Finally, we used a high-performance library [9] , as opposed to a custom implementation, of the downhill simplex method of Nelder and Mead, with a maximum deviation from the initial transform values of voxels per axis and . To further boost this method's ability to deal with partially scanned bones, the original cost function was also slightly modified to approximate distance to the target volume whenever the model's points were outside the target image during matching (Section II-C).
2) In Vivo Accuracy Experiment: Because it is technically impossible to know the ground truth in vivo, we evaluate our method's accuracy by comparing results with the mean answer of several manual registration trials (described further below), and with the results generated by grey-value registration. In this experiment we use dataset C, consisting of two low-resolution CT images of the same in vivo left wrist, one with the wrist in a neutral pose (targeted by visually aligning the back of the hand with the back of the forearm and the third metacarpal with the long axis of the forearm) and one with the wrist extended.
Note that in this experiment we enhance the grey-value method with the hierarchical approach described in Section II-E. Without the hierarchical enhancement, the capture-range capabilities of the grey-value method are surpassed by the range of joint-motion in dataset C, rendering the method inapplicable. Results from all three methods-tissue-classification, manual, and grey-value are further verified using the following visualization method.
Visual validation is performed by superimposing the registered bone geometric wireframe models with vertical and horizontal slices of the volume image. Two sliders control the vertical and horizontal slice displayed. The registration results are automatically checked for potential erroneous collisions between objects that coexist in the same image, at the cost of further geometrical processing. To this end, a NURBS surface is fit to each object geometry (Raindrop GeoMagic, Research Triangle Park, NC), a level-set distance field representation is then generated from the NURBS representation [10] , and the interobject distance is evaluated accurately for each vertex of the NURBS surface with respect to all neighboring objects [11] . Collisions are indicated by negative interobject distances and reported to the user. When collisions happen, each object surface is further color-mapped and iso-contoured according to the interobject distance, in order to create an informative visualization (see Section IV). Registration results are also evaluated numerically, by examining the final-fit cost function values. Results are visually inspected in cases where fit values were abnormally high, i.e., above 0.01.
Segmentation-based registration Five medical school students, all familiar with the segmentation procedure and the anatomy of the wrist, manually segmented the wrist from each of the two volume images in dataset C. Each segmenter took several runs through the procedure, for a total of twelve runs. Registration of the carpal bones between two volume images was subsequently accomplished with an inertia-matching method [12] . Finally, relative motion to the radius was reported for each bone and run. Statistics on the registration results (rotation and translation mean and standard deviation, per bone) were collected; note that these statistics include intraobserver variation.
3) In Vivo Robustness Experiment: Finally, we evaluate our method's in vivo robustness with respect to object pose and human subject data (dataset D). Dataset D consists of CT wrist images acquired from forty human subjects. Ten to twelve low-resolution volume images of both wrists were acquired per human subject, spanning a full range of wrist poses. The right and left wrists were subsequently split into separate volumes, for a total of 900 wrist volume images. Registration results are validated both visually and numerically with the method earlier described. Table II summarizes the datasets and validation methods used for each experiment.
IV. RESULTS
1) In Vitro Accuracy and Robustness Experiment:
In the in vitro accuracy experiment our tissue-classification registration method demonstrated super-resolution accuracy, and generally had smaller translational errors than grey-value registration. For all registrations the mean tissue-classification translational error was less than 0.3 mm, compared to a mean grey-value translational error of 0.5 mm. The mean rotational error was less than 0.4 in both methods (Fig. 8) . The grey-value registration results are consistent with those reported by Snel et al. [8] . A onesample t-test on the difference between the mean results produced by the two methods confirmed the tissue-classification translational accuracy improvement was statistically significant . Decreased image resolution impacted the accuracy of our method less than the accuracy of the grey-value registration method (Fig. 8) . Our method introduced a mean translational error of less than 0.4 mm (a 30% translation accuracy decrease when image resolution drops to one third), compared to 0.9 mm translation error in the grey-value method (a 80% accuracy decrease when image resolution drops to one third). The mean rotational error increased to 0.6 in the tissue-classification method, and 0.7 in the grey-value method, respectively. A one-sample t-test on the difference between the mean results produced by the two methods confirmed the tissueclassification translational accuracy improvement was statistically significant . The last part of the in vitro experiment showed that the tissue-classification registration method maintains super-resolution accuracy with perturbations in the optimization start position (Fig. 9) . The tissue-classification method was practically insensitive to perturbation (less than 0.4 mm, 0.6 mean error, 0% degradation with perturbation), while the grey-value method's mean rotational error doubled (0.8 mm, 1.5 ), as shown in Fig. 9 , middle column. A one-sample t-test on the 2 mm perturbation results confirmed that the tissue-classification accuracy improvement was statistically significant, with respect to both translation and rotation . Increasing the amount of perturbation from 2 mm to 5 mm did not further impact the results of either method (Fig. 9) . When distortions as small as 2 voxels are present in the optimization start point, the tissue-classification method significantly outperforms grey-value registration, with an average combined (translation and rotation) accuracy improvement of over 74% (Fig. 10) .
2) In Vivo Accuracy Experiment: The in vivo accuracy experiment showed good correlation between the results returned by the three methods tested: tissue-classification, grey-value, and segmentation-based (Fig. 11) . Since the ground truth is not available in vivo, this consistency with the expert segmentation-based results, along with visual inspection, were the best indications of accuracy available. The visual inspection of the grey-value registration results revealed collisions between several pairs of bones. Fig. 12 illustrates a collision detected between the radius and scaphoid bones. No collisions were detected in the results generated using the tissue-classification method. These results indicate that the accuracy of grey-value registration is insufficient when measuring small features such as interbone spacing.
3) In Vivo Robustness Experiment: In the in vivo robustness experiment, more than 13 500 bones were registered through the tissue-classification method. Visual and numerical validation showed that the method was stable with both object poses and human subjects. In less than 0.1% of cases (8 bone instances), numerical validation indicated suspicious fit values. For each of these cases, further visual inspection revealed that the abnormal fit values resulted from errors in the scanning pro- Fig. 10 . In vitro tissue-classification registration error and grey-value registration error with a 2 mm random perturbation in the optimization start point (top-translation, bottom-rotation). We register each bone across four volume images. Each registration is performed five times, each trial corresponding to a different initial translational perturbation of 2 mm in a random direction. For each bone, we plot the mean and standard error, thus, obtained.
cedure, whereby the respective bone was only partially included in the target scan. With occasionally as much as half of a bone missing from the volume image, visual verification showed that the bone was still being registered correctly using the information available.
V. DISCUSSION
Our results indicate that tissue-classification registration consistently attains subvoxel accuracy. The method maintains subvoxel accuracy despite decreasing image resolution, and is stable with perturbations in the initial optimization start position. Furthermore, visual and numerical validation during clinical application (in vivo robustness experiments) shows that the method is robust with varying object poses and subjects.
Tissue-classification should be given primary credit for our method's accuracy, because the object boundary estimated through tissue classification has super-resolution accuracy. The comparison with grey-value registration shows that without the super-resolution boundary estimate, the matching process is effectively reduced to using voxel-wide estimates, which results in lower accuracy. The resulting distance field representation further ensures that registration results converge to the same value, regardless of perturbations in the start position. The distance field acts as a gradient guiding the search to the global minimum. Without this gradient, the search can easily be trapped in local nearby minima, as our in vitro perturbation-stability experiments with grey-value registration show.
The comparison with grey-value registration reveals why tissue-classification maintains subvoxel-accuracy with decreasing image resolution. When the sampling step is sufficiently small with respect to the desired features, the raw volume image often offers rich information: object texture-patterns can be implicitly identified and used in the matching process. In this case, more raw information can be better. However, as the features of interest become smaller, imaging noise effectively blurs the informational content of individual voxels (Fig. 13) . In this case, quality processed-information-like accurate boundary-estimates obtained through unsupervised learning-begins to matter. As long as we guarantee super-resolution boundary estimates, registration accuracy stays within the subvoxel range.
In the process of developing our super-resolution accurate registration method, we have proposed new computational methods that are applicable to a broader scope of medical image processing. Our technique uses neighborhood information throughout a volume to generate localized distance fields directly from sampled datasets. No feature points need to be presegmented per scan or subject in order to generate the distance fields. Distance fields have been used before to expedite registration processes [13] ; however, no previous work has generated these distance fields with super-resolution accuracy. Recovering material boundaries from sampled datasets, as well as generating distance fields once geometric models have been extracted, is a research topic in several fields [10] , [14] , [15] . We build on the work of Laidlaw et al. [2] , who use Bayesian probability theory to classify accurately tissues in medical volume images. We are not aware of other work in generating super-resolution accurate distance fields directly from sampled datasets. Although we limited the distance field computation in our experiments to a five-voxel band around material boundaries, this distance computation could be either performed or propagated beyond this threshold [10] . However, we showed that the hierarchical approach described in Section II-C can overcome potential capture region limitations without the additional cost of extended distance computations.
Our matching procedure employs a new similarity measure that, unlike chamfer matching or iterative closest point measures, incorporates distance field knowledge from both the reference and target images. The measure also accounts for partially scanned objects. We believe this measure can improve the stability of other registration procedures with respect to errors introduced both by geometric model segmentation and partially scanned objects. While in recent literature a large number of sophisticated similarity measures have been proposed [16] , we note these measures were developed mainly for intermodality registration, and likely do not have strong advantages over sums-of-squared-differences or root-mean-square matching when applied to images obtained through the same modality. In our tissue-classification registration approach, sum-of-squared-differences is in fact the natural similarity choice, since the reference and target distance-field intensities corresponding to registered points stand, by construction, in an identity relationship.
The tissue-classified distance field approach helped us identify a motion-directed multiobject hierarchy in the wrist-joint case. The potential physiological implications of this hierarchy are beyond the scope of this paper, but the hierarchy enabled our registration method to trace motion between wrist poses that were not within each other's capture region. A similar approach is likely to boost the capture-range capabilities of other local-search registration methods.
While accurate, our tissue classification method poses computational challenges. Cross-registering a series of twelve wrist volume images (15 objects per pose) takes 20 min on a multinode i686 cluster running Linux (AMD XP 2700+). We emphasize, however, that the focus of our work is boosting accuracy, and not minimizing running time. As no user interaction beyond the initial segmentation and potential final visual validation is required, the registration is, after all, run off-line.
While our approach addresses successfully some common problems found in medical image processing, it also relies on several assumptions. Our tissue-classification procedure assumes a simple tissue-structure, in which hand soft-tissue is assimilated with marrow-tissue. While modeling a more complex structure (for example, one that would distinguish between trabecular and cortical bone) would likely further improve our method's accuracy, our results indicate the simple model suffices for subvoxel-accurate registration. In the validation phase, we assume implicitly that in vitro accuracy is an indicator of in vivo accuracy. We note that, in fact, in our in vitro experiments the tissue-classifier misclassified several voxels. These misclassifications can be attributed to the differences between the material composition of a fixed specimen encased in resin with all soft tissue removed, and the in vivo tissue model we assumed. While the inability to determine the in vivo ground truth makes it difficult to compare in vivo and in vitro accuracy, it is reasonable to assume that errors in the classification process reflected negatively on the registration results. We speculate in this view that our in vivo results, in fact, surpass the accuracy of our in vitro results. Last, but not least, we note that we interpret collisions or the lack of collisions in our in vivo experiments not as a method validation measure, but as an indicator that error size matters. Fig. 13 . Image resolution impacts voxel information-value: as resolution decreases, "more" raw grey-values may deliver less information than "fewer" information-enhanced voxels. From left to right: one slice from a high-resolution CT image (0.3 2 0.3 mm), and two slices from a low-resolution CT image (same wrist, 0.9 2 0.9 mm). Each area of interest is detailed in the bottom row. Interbone distances that are narrow in high-resolution images (Box 1) become a mere voxel wide in low-resolution images (Box 3). Boxes 2 and 4, note the differences in bone tissue texture; high-resolution images reveal a distinctive texture pattern (Box 2), while detail is lost in low-resolution images (Box 4). Box 5, note how boundaries are blurred due to partial volume effects, and Box 6, note the soft or diffused bone boundary. As shown in our in vitro experiments, accurate boundary estimates based on information throughout the scan contribute more information than such collections of unprocessed grey-values.
The accuracy results we obtained challenge opinions widely held about the superiority of voxel-property-based over segmentation-based registration methods [17] . Our tissue-classification registration can be regarded as a hybrid method, combining the strengths of the two approaches-voxel-property and segmentation-based. While our matching procedure evaluates the correlation between source and target image-values throughout a volume (like voxel-property methods do), through tissueclassification we nevertheless discard the original volume data that does not convey object-boundary information (like most segmentation-based methods do). The recovered object boundary can be thought of as having super-resolution, in that through our approach boundaries are detected with higher accuracy than an image's resolution allows. Nevertheless, due to image noise and modeling assumptions, this boundary is not perfect. Should one be able to recover more accurate object boundary information, generate a distance field from that boundary, then perform distance-field matching as described in Section II, registration accuracy would only increase. This suggests that, contrary to current knowledge, in the long run segmentation-based methods have the potential to surpass the accuracy of voxel-property methods.
VI. CONCLUSION
We presented in this paper a novel intrasubject method for subvoxel-accurate registration of objects from CT volume images. Results show average accuracy improvements of 74% over grey-value registration. The method is of particular interest to applications where collections of tightly packed, small objects need to be registered. To this end, we showed in a wrist data application that earlier registration methods can introduce false interobject collisions, while the new method does not.
The tissue-classification registration method maintains subvoxel accuracy with decreasing image resolution, and is stable with perturbations in the initial optimization start position. The method is also stable with respect to partially scanned objects, and with varying object pose and subject. Our approach should be of interest to any registration applications where super-resolution accuracy is desired.
